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   Comments
What are the major Strengths and Weaknesses of the program?

strengths:

Quality, Professionalism, Knowledge, Structured.

Basing content on concrete academic findings and statistical research.

1. it is made up from real life examples 2. very genuine, direct and knowledgeable instructors 3. 

inspiring.

Very interactive.

Excellent presenters, topics and material.

Practical approach that is combined with theory which provides a very informative and clear structure to 

all attendees.  

we all showed respect and kindness and sharing our experiences. 
Authentic Leadership.

Good bibliography, to-the-point assessments and overall material, great networking, experienced tutor.

What are the major Strengths and Weaknesses of the program?

weaknesses:

Dynamic would be even better if program would be in person.

One to one time to investigate application to individual needs of participants.

I wanted more!

Would prefer some more practical exercises.

None.

It would be nice if more time was allocated to in depth team -projects that could potentially involve more 

brain storming exercises and action by all team members. 

too little time to reflect but then again we are leaders and have to make quick actions

none.

 Please, share with us any other comments or suggestions to improve this course.
Program was excellent; An extension with additional modules would be great. 

It would be nice to have some time for one to one discussions

Make it longer!

Some parts of the presentation seemed prepared at the last minute / or prepared from other courses that 

were not specifically for shipping. Would appreciate some more recent research material.

Just to have  more time  sometimes.

Please, share your comments about this remote learning course.

It was very structured and virtual class worked very well; Polls were fantastic and a tool that will 

introduce to my team as well; Breaking rooms and teams also a very efficient way to engage and learn in 

remote learning courses.



Given the circumstances it has been very good and a beacon of light in our confinement.

was not bad at all - it was nice that we could actually all participate even remotely. A necessary meet up 

with the whole team is necessary once we all get vaccinated!

Nice, would be better if in class.

Excellent coordination but certainly the value of physical attendance  and interaction can not be under-

minded.   

It was great.

Excellent work.

Excellent.

Please share the technical challenges you faced during the session.

Not particular.

N/A.

0

None.

None.

No problems.

I got acquainted with tools of the Zoom platform.

N/A.

Additional questions:Please comment on Wista Hellas initiative to introduce training programs for its 

members, in collaboration with Alba Graduate Business School
A great Initiative and a way to engage members in knowledge ands sisterhood;  

Well done for the initiative, more of this should be organised.

Fantastic initiative.

Great initiative! 

Great initiative - agree 100%.

Many thanks for organising such a great programme that aims to personal development of WISTA 

HELLAS  members and we very much looking forward to  future  training programmes of such a high 

standard!

Bravo to WISTA for this initiative ! 

Great initiative, looking forward to the next one.

Please share with us your ideas and suggestions for future learning programs

Workshops for Leadership would be a good opportunity to get an idea of other Ledership programs as 

Negotiation, Entrepreneurship , Influence, Persuasion etc.

I think it would be useful to have a 360 degree program.

Family Business module.

Professional Development Programs that include Career Paths and personal assessment. 

Effective Negotiation skills.

how to deal with difficult people gracefully and persuade them to produce.


